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Chinese writing composition among CFL learners: A comparison between handwriting 
and typewriting 

Qi Zhanga* and Ge Minb 
aSchool of Applied Language and Intercultural Studies, Dublin City University, Dublin, 
Ireland; bDepartment of Modern Languages, Chester University, UK. 

 

Situated in the context of CFL (Chinese as a foreign language), the current study 
examines and compares texts produced by twelve pre-intermediate CFL learners using 
both pen-and-paper and the pinyin input system. The participants were also invited for 
interviews to investigate their attitudes towards handwriting and typewriting. Because 
of the ease of use of the pinyin input system, CFL learners tend to prefer it over 
writing by hand when composing lengthy texts. Based on the evaluations of fifteen 
professional CFL teachers, the typewritten texts were rated higher than the 
handwritten ones. Using the self-report empathy test, there was no significant 
correlation between an evaluator’s empathy and his/her rating for the texts, whether 
composed by hand or with pinyin input. Pedagogically, typewriting might better assist 
Chinese language learning after handwriting has been introduced and practised among 
non-beginner CFL learners. The empathy effect on handwriting reported in previous 
literature is not found in the study. The study goes beyond the factors influencing 
typewriting and typewritten essays, to encourage future research investigating when 
to introduce computer-based writing and how it would best assist in language 
learning. 
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1. Introduction 

With advances in language processing technology, writing on digital devices is an 

essential part of everyday life in the digital era. Because of the frequent use of electronic 

devices for communication nowadays, typewriting must inevitably be introduced and taught 

to learners of Chinese as a foreign language (henceforth CFL) in order to cope with life in 

contemporary society. However, the impact of technology also seems to be the main reason 

for the marginalisation of handwriting in our daily life and consequently a reduced 



pedagogical focus on handwriting in language classrooms. In particular, Chinese requires 

more attention to character composition by hand, in comparison to using input software. 

Chinese handwriting pairs the movement patterns, usually stroke sequencing through well-

practised writing (Parkinson, Dyson, & Khurana, 2010), with the language stimuli, namely 

characters. This pairing can help establish long-lasting motor memories of Chinese characters 

which are exploited in the orthographic recognition process. As a result, the write-to-read 

effect in Chinese makes handwriting necessary in the study of Chinese language, especially 

among CFL learners (Guan, Liu, Chan, Ye, & Perfetti, 2011; Q. Zhang & Reilly, 2015). 

While the current in-class practice of Chinese language learning tends to rely on 

handwriting, input software is the main medium of writing in real life nowadays. Even for 

native Chinese children, typing on a computer and touchscreen is taught during the third 

grade of primary school (Spitzer, 2014). In addition, some official language proficiency tests 

are computer-based, requiring that CFL learners use input software to type Chinese 

characters in order to complete the writing tests (D. Zhang, 2017). For example, the Hanyu 

Shuiping Kaoshi (widely known as the HSK), China’s national standardised test of Chinese 

language proficiency, offers a computer-based mode which uses pinyin1 input (Hanban Test 

Centre website, 2018). The writing section of Taiwan’s Test of Chinese as a Foreign 

Language (TOCFL; D. Zhang, 2017, p. 78) is also computer-based. Computerised input is 

also employed for selected sections of national Chinese exams in Singapore (MOE; see also 

Wong et al., 2011). In this context, the current study conducts an evaluation of texts produced 

in the two writing modalities – handwriting and typewriting – along with an investigation of 

the experience of the CFL learners who composed the texts and the CFL teachers’ 

evaluations of their writing composition. 

                                                
1 Pinyin can generally be understood as a Romanised form used to represent the pronunciation of each Chinese 
character. 



The paper first discusses Chinese writing composition using pen and paper and input 

software. It outlines the challenges and advantages of handwriting in CFL learning, which 

leads to a discussion of the concerns associated with typewriting in Chinese language 

learning. It then introduces the previous research on the evaluation of handwritten and 

typewritten texts, including the empathy effect. The current study includes twenty texts 

produced by pre-intermediate CFL learners using both pen and paper and pinyin input 

systems. The CFL learners were also invited for interviews in order to investigate their 

attitudes towards handwriting and typewriting. Fifteen CFL teachers were then asked to 

evaluate these twenty texts in order to examine whether and to what extent handwritten texts 

would be rated differently from typewritten ones due to the empathy effect on handwriting. 

Pedagogical implications are discussed, together with data from the interview and survey, 

both for typewriting in the specific CFL context and for computer-based writing in language 

learning in general. 

2. Handwriting vs typewriting among CFL learners 

The study of the Chinese writing system among CFL learners involves learning the 

three constituents of Chinese characters: orthography (the shape or form of a character), 

phonology (the pronunciation) and semantics (the meaning). Figure 1 displays the inter-

connection between these three integral parts of each character. Unlike the reliable 

association between phonology and orthography in alphabetic languages, the phonology-

orthography link is relatively unsystematic and so the contributing effect of reading on 

writing in Chinese is not as strong as that in English. Instead, character handwriting requires 

the unification of visual attention and sensorimotor action. It consequently contributes to the 

development of a visual-spatial memory which has a motor memory trace and can be 

additional assistance for the activation of visual information in the process of character 

recognition. Handwriting could therefore be a more critical component of learning to read. A 



lot of evidence has been found to suggest a write-to-read effect in Chinese among native 

speakers (Tan, Spinks, Eden, Perfetti, & Siok, 2005; Tan, Xu, Chang, & Siok, 2013) and CFL 

learners (Cao et al., 2013; Guan et al., 2011; Q. Zhang & Reilly, 2015).  

 

 
 
 
 
Figure 1. This shows the three constituents of a Chinese character. 

Various attempts have been made to deal with the challenges associated with the 

study of Chinese characters, ranging from curriculum design (He & Jiao, 2010) to different 

pedagogies in language classrooms (Osborne, Zhang, & Zhang, 2018; Xu, Chang, Zhang, & 

Perfetti, 2013; Q. Zhang, 2013; Q. Zhang & Lu, 2014). One important aspect of these studies 

is the attempt to solve the problem of unbalanced development in reading and writing of 

Chinese, as well as the anxiety associated with learning Chinese characters. 

The value of handwriting is undeniable in the study of the Chinese language, and it is 

therefore necessary to practise Chinese characters using pen and paper. However, concerns 

have been raised about the usefulness of handwriting in the digital era (Allen, 2008; Q. Zhang 

& Lu, 2014). Learning keyboard input seems more attuned to the lifestyle of current CFL 

learners. It is common to use input software to type Chinese and subsequently select the 

intended character from a list of computer-generated possibilities. 
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The current study uses the word ‘typewriting’ to describe the input studied. Three 

concepts are usually mentioned in research related to writing using a keyboard. The term 

‘computer-based writing’ may encourage the possibility of using other functions that come 

with the device and the word processor software, such as online dictionaries, instant machine 

translation, spelling and grammar check. In contrast, ‘writing with word processors’ only 

allows writers to make use of the spelling and grammar check that comes with the word 

processing software. ‘Typewriting’, on the other hand, seems to merely suggest the writing 

behaviour. It is commonly understood to have the same meaning as ‘writing with a word 

processor’ in real life, since it needs to be done using word processing software. However, 

computer-based writing is defined in a narrow way in an exam context. The computer-based 

exam mentioned in section 1 only differs from conventional exams in the use of a keyboard 

to type rather than writing by hand (He & Jiao, 2010). No other function is allowed to assist 

with writing composition. The three concepts overlap, as shown in Figure 2. The focus of the 

current study is on typewriting, which might be used interchangeably with ‘writing with a 

word processor’. 

 

 
 
Figure 2. This is an illustration of three kinds of typewriting. 
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There are two chief input methods for Chinese typewriting: component input and 

pinyin input, also known as stroke-based input and phonetic-based input respectively (US 

Patent 7,711,541 B2, 2010; US Patent No. 8,677,237 B2, 2014; US Patent No. 2005/0027534 

A1, 2005). Component input allows users to draw the basic structure of a character, with the 

computer system then providing a list of characters with a similar structure. Pinyin input 

requires a user to know the pronunciation of Chinese characters. The user types the pinyin 

and selects the correct option from a list of characters with that pronunciation. There are a 

few variations of these two input methods in mainland China and other Chinese-language 

communities such as Taiwan and Hong Kong. However, the most common ones, such as 

Microsoft Pinyin, which comes with the Microsoft package, or Google Pinyin Input, which 

has become one of the most popular Chinese input methods, are all based on the phonetic 

system (see also Allen, 2008). As shown in Figure 3 below, after the writer types the pinyin 

(in this case, ‘wu’) for the character 物 (meaning ‘things’ or ‘stuff’), the pinyin input method 

generates a list of characters sharing the same pronunciation. The writer then needs to be able 

to recognise and choose the intended character from the list, in this case the second option. 

 

Figure 3. This is an illustration of typing with the pinyin input method. 

Importantly, like other current alphabetic input methods, both component and pinyin 

input employ a fuzzy matching technique (Chan & Cheung, 1992; US Patent No. 7,212,967 

B2, 2007). Even if pinyin is not fully or correctly written, the pinyin input system is still able 

to find the most similar pronunciation according to the text input. Likewise, with component 

input a list of computer-generated possibilities is presented to users for selection even if a 

character is not structured properly by the user. As a result, the action of typewriting tends 



not to encourage memorising whole character representations. This is usually the main 

concern arising in previous research regarding the use of input systems for language learning 

(Jiang & Zheng, 2015; Tan et al., 2013; Wang, 2012; Xing, 2008; Q. Zhang & Reilly, 2016). 

Even though pinyin input seems to support the phonology-orthography link of a character in 

language learning, there are doubts regarding this assumption, due to the assistance from the 

technology. Besides, research on CFL learners shows that factors other than language 

proficiency play a role in the performance of typewriting Chinese, including competency 

level in using the pinyin input system (Wong et al., 2011), input speed (Chai, Wong, Sim, & 

Deng, 2012) and amount of experience with touchscreens (Mangen, Anda, Oxborough, & 

Brønnick, 2015). 

Under these circumstances, the current study entailed introducing both handwriting 

and typewriting to a group of CFL learners in a real-life language classroom. It examines 

their perceptions of handwriting and typewriting in Chinese language learning, and evaluates 

the texts composed in two writing modalities. 

3. Typewriting Chinese with pinyin input and evaluation of typewritten texts 

Writing a Chinese character by hand is a form of construction, using the strokes to 

form radicals and eventually a character, which requires harmony, symmetry and equilibrium 

(Chang & Yu, 2005). It indeed involves much more cognitive work and physical movement 

than writing with word processors. From the perspective of learners, character input systems 

allow them to ‘write’ legible and accurate characters, assisted by the fuzzy technology, in 

comparison with handwriting. For example, although a learner may choose the wrong 

character (e.g. 伍 rather than 物 in Figure 3) from a list of computer generated options, the 

wrongly chosen character itself (伍 in the example) is legible. This is because factors that 

could affect legibility – such as character height and width, number of strokes and font style – 

have been scrutinised and controlled in order to produce legible characters on a computer 



screen (Cai, Chi, & You, 2001; Chi, Cai, & You, 2003). In contrast, when a character is 

written by hand, these factors all need to be carefully managed by the learner. Typewriting 

therefore requires less cognitive and physical work than handwriting. As a consequence, this 

may mean that CFL learners are to some extent free to focus on higher-order thinking 

activities. Since higher-order thinking “focus[es] on the meaning a writing intends to 

communicate to readers” (J. Li, 2006, pp. 7–8), typewriting can contribute to the overall 

quality of a text and consequently is preferred by CFL learners when producing essays (Zhu, 

Shum, Tse, & Liu, 2016). 

However, writing Chinese with pinyin input may not be as simple as imagined. 

Contrary to the two-level process experienced by L2 learners of a European language, 

Chinese typewriting involves a tripartite process: translating ideas from English to Chinese, 

transcribing Chinese characters into pinyin, and then transferring them into typing on a 

keyboard (Wong et al., 2011). In fact, the tripartite process consists of at least six steps for 

CFL learners to compose a text on a computer (ibid., p. 244): 

 1) Transforming ideas into words and syntactic structures in the mind 

 2) Recalling the pronunciation of individual characters 

 3) Mapping the pronunciation into pinyin 

 4) Mapping the pinyin representations into keyboard strokes 

 5) Identifying the right characters from the candidate window 

 6) Selecting the right characters 

The complexity of composing Chinese with pinyin input is due to the lack of a 

phonology-to-logograph link in the Chinese writing system. Despite the fact that typewriting 

may help with the first step, which is related to higher-order thinking, Chai et al. (2012) point 

out that Chinese pinyin input, which is phonetic-based rather than alphabetic-based, may pose 

a greater challenge to CFL learners. 



Zhu et al. (2016) examine handwriting and typewriting from the perspective of CFL 

teachers, and demonstrate that typewritten Chinese texts tend to receive better evaluations 

than those produced with paper and pen. The ease of typing pinyin and then selecting the 

intended character from a list of homophones seems to improve writing quality (ibid.). On the 

other hand, when both characters and pinyin are handwritten, better evaluations tend to be 

given to writing in characters (Q. Zhang & Reilly, 2016). 

Evaluations of typewritten texts in English show a mixed picture. On the one hand, 

some studies demonstrate the usefulness of word processors in writing, with higher scores 

consequently awarded to typewritten texts among learners of English (Lam & Pennington, 

1995; J. Li, 2006; J. Li & Cumming, 2001) and local students in the US (Russell & Haney, 

1997; Russell & Plati, 2001). On the other hand, some studies either show that better 

evaluations tend to be given to handwritten texts (Breland, Lee, & Muraki, 2005; Bridgeman 

& Cooper, 1998; Chen, White, McCloskey, Soroui, & Chun, 2011; Powers, Fowles, Farnum, 

& Ramsey, 1994) or maintain that no significant difference is found between the ratings of 

two writing modalities (Harrington, Shermis, & Rollins, 2000; Y.-J. Lee, 2002). Hunsu et al. 

(2015) point out that the key factors affecting writing outcomes are the characteristics of 

participants, such as language proficiency (Breland et al., 2005) and competence with word 

processors (Bridgeman & Cooper, 1998; Harrington et al., 2000; Russell, 1999; Wolfe & 

Manalo, 2004). However, typing skill or experience with word processors may be less of a 

concern to students nowadays, with their access to computers and e-devices (Hunsu, 2015). 

Another factor influencing the evaluation of handwritten and typewritten texts is 

related to the evaluators: they may have higher expectations for texts produced with word 

processors, while showing more empathy for handwritten papers (Arnold et al., 1990; Powers 

et al., 1994; Zhu et al., 2016). Interestingly, this empathy effect is only found for handwritten 

Chinese characters, not for handwritten pinyin (Q. Zhang & Reilly, 2016). In relation to 



English writing performance, although Russell and Plati (2004, p. 8) do not use the phrase 

‘empathy effect’, they find that the evaluators “felt the handwritten essays were more 

personable and that they felt a stronger connection to the writer because of their 

handwriting”. Specifically, comments such as “really tried hard” for handwritten essays 

demonstrate the empathy of evaluators. For the exact reason that the effect of the two kinds 

of presentation (handwritten and typewritten) on evaluators is unclear, as pointed out by 

Hunsu (2015), the current study focuses on the empathy effect mentioned in previous 

research. In addition, both Harrington et al. (2000) and Powers et al. (1994) advocate that a 

way to reduce the evaluation discrepancy is to explicitly train essay raters with extra 

emphasis on essay quality rather than the method of writing. Although Powers et al. (1994) 

suggest informing the reader of the empathy effect in order to ensure continued fairness in the 

evaluation, an empirical examination of whether empathy indeed plays a role in the rating of 

handwritten and typewritten compositions is needed. Training for raters can then be 

developed accordingly. 

Owing to the paucity of research in typewritten text composition, only one study (Zhu 

et al., 2016) examines the evaluation of handwritten and typewritten texts. In this case, the 

current study scrutinises the evaluation of Chinese texts composed by pre-intermediate CFL 

learners with pen and paper and with pinyin input, in order to compare their writing 

performance in two writing modalities. 

4. Research design 

There were three steps. First, 12 CFL learners (aged between 18 and 23) were 

recruited to compose Chinese texts by hand and with pinyin input. These learners had all 

studied Chinese for approximately 18 months since they entered two universities – one in the 

UK and the other in Ireland – at which the researchers work. All participants are studying 

Chinese as part of their undergraduate degree. They are categorised as pre-intermediate level, 



based on more than a year’s observation by their language instructors, who are also the 

researchers of the current study. A limit of 20 minutes was given for the learners to write on 

one of two topics, Christmas Gift and New Year’s Gift, using one of the two writing 

modalities. After an interval of a week, the same learners were asked to write on the other 

topic, using the writing modality they did not use the previous week. Although there are a 

few different pinyin input methods (e.g. Google Pinyin, Sogou Pinyin), they operate on 

similar principles, as mentioned in section 2. The Microsoft input method embedded in the 

computer system had been introduced and used in the Chinese language class and 

consequently was adopted in the current study. 

Table 1. A summary of the text compositions in two writing modalities 
 Christmas Gift 

《圣诞礼物》  
New Year’s Gift 
《新年礼物》  

Total 

Typewriting 9 3 12 

Handwriting 4 4 8a 
a Four missing data. 

Table 1 summarises the number of texts composed in two different writing modalities 

under each topic. Four learners who typewrote a text did not participate in handwriting 

composition, and hence the total number of handwritten compositions is eight. In total, 20 

texts were collected and used for the next stage of the research. At the end of the two writing 

compositions, these CFL learners filled in a questionnaire which collected background 

information including frequency of use of typewriting and handwriting. 

Secondly, the CFL learners were invited for interviews in order to investigate their 

attitudes towards the use of handwriting and typewriting in Chinese language study. Because 

of the relatively small pool of participants, five semi-structured interviews were conducted 

with individual students, which allowed them to express their opinions in depth. The 

interview schedule and questions were drafted in advance and then piloted with one CFL 

learner. Of the five, two had encountered, in limited form, typewriting in Chinese before they 



started the course, while the other three had been introduced to typewriting when they began 

the Chinese programme at tertiary level. 

Thirdly, the handwritten texts were scanned and stored electronically with the 

typewritten ones. All writing compositions were cropped and presented to fifteen evaluators 

in an online survey using PsyToolkit (Stoet, 2010). The survey consisted of three parts: (1) 

background information of the evaluators, (2) evaluations of 20 texts using a 5-point marking 

criteria, (3) a 40-item empathy test.  

The evaluators were CFL teachers aged between 26 and 62, with five male and eleven 

female. The length of their CFL teaching experience varied, with an average of 9.18 years. 

All evaluators were based in the UK or Ireland, where the writing compositions were 

conducted. Therefore, their evaluations can be a good indicator of the writing performance of 

CFL learners in real-life classrooms. 

The evaluation criteria were adapted from Zhu et al. (2016) and Nie (2009), and 

consisted of four sections: overall impression, theme and content, language and expression, 

discourse coherence (see Appendix 1). They were put on a 5-point scale, so the evaluators 

could choose the relevant point when filling out the survey. The final score of each text could 

range from 4 to 20. 

As discussed in section 3, handwritten texts tend to be rated relatively positively, 

possibly because of the empathy or sympathy of the evaluators. However, this issue has not 

been investigated from a quantitative perspective, particularly in terms of how to define it and 

what the empathy or sympathy refers to. Baron-Cohen and Wheelwright (2004) scrutinise the 

relationship between empathy and sympathy and suggest that sympathy is a subset of 

empathy. The instrument of measuring empathy therefore includes sympathetic elements. In 

other words, the empathy questionnaire adopted from Baron-Cohen and Wheelwright (ibid.) 



is general enough to be used in the context of the current study as the first attempt to explore 

the influence of a person’s empathy on his/her evaluation of a writing composition. 

There are 60 items in the Empathy Quotient, with 20 of them filler items (Baron-

Cohen & Wheelwright, 2004). As mentioned above, the online survey already included the 

evaluations of 20 texts from four perspectives: 20×4 = 80 questions. The 20 distractors from 

the Empathy Quotient were therefore removed in order to ensure the completion of the whole 

online questionnaire in a timely fashion. A total of 40 questions were used to measure the 

empathy of the evaluators, in order to avoid any fatigue. Therefore, the online survey 

consisted of 120 items, including 80 questions evaluating the texts and 40 items of the 

Empathy Quotient. 

5. Results 

The data collected from the questionnaires with writers and evaluators, CFL learners 

and CFL teachers respectively in the current study, were analysed in IBM SPSS (Version 24). 

Interview data were first transcribed and then manually coded and categorised by two 

researchers, each working independently. The data capturing common threads across an 

entire set of interviews were identified and pulled together for thematic analysis (Aronson, 

1994; Mojtaba, Hannele, & Terese, 2013). Initially, ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ attitudes were 

used as categories in the coding, in addition to ‘advantages’ and ‘disadvantages’. However, a 

large amount of overlapping content was found when four categories were used. Besides, the 

attitudes were closely linked with the benefits and challenges of each writing modality. 

Therefore, the coding was narrowed down to two, as shown in Table 2. While the 

examinations are based on coherent patterns within the data set, a level of subjectivity in the 

process is inevitable, due to the nature of a qualitative study like this one (Joffe & Yardley, 

2004). 

5.1 CFL learner writing behaviour and perceptions of two writing modalities 



After CFL learners completed the writing compositions, a questionnaire was 

distributed to them regarding their daily writing behaviour. In general, none of them spent 

more than four hours per day practising Chinese writing. As shown in Figure 4, most spent 

less than two hours per day on typewriting Chinese, with the majority spending two to four 

hours per day on Chinese handwriting.  

 

 
Figure 4. This shows students’ average typewriting and handwriting per day as a percentage. 
 

The interview data tease out the reasons for the heavy time investment in handwriting. 

All five interviewees mentioned the usefulness and effectiveness of memorising Chinese 

characters through handwriting. As the participants are CFL learners at pre-intermediate 

level, it is still an integral part of their learning process to acquire new characters and build up 

their vocabulary reservoir. On the other hand, interviewees pointed out that typewriting is 

indeed considered to be helpful in “producing short paragraphs”, “using a lot of vocabulary 

[items]”, “it is quicker to get my thoughts down”, etc. This also indicates that typewriting is 

indeed likely to support macro-level thinking in writing compositions. 

One interviewee mentioned that typewriting can help with the practice of 

pronunciation, since “without knowing how to say a character, you won’t be able to type it”. 

Interestingly, another interviewee pointed out that typewriting does not really help with 

pronunciation, since tone indicators are not used when typing, whereas tones are an essential 

part of Chinese listening and speaking. This shows a clear awareness of the three integral 

elements of a Chinese character shown in Figure 1. The employment of the pinyin input 
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method may only partially contribute to establishing the link between the phonology and 

orthography of a character. Importantly, three interviewees stated their concerns that the 

reliance on pinyin input and then selecting the intended character from a list of software-

generated possibilities, as well as the auto-correction, does not encourage learners to engage 

with the language as the handwriting does, and consequently may affect their learning in the 

long term. 

The interviews show that CFL learners seem to be very well aware of the advantages 

and disadvantages of handwriting and typewriting, as shown in Table 2. In other words, 

although no strong preference for one writing modality over the other was observed in the 

interviews, their general perceptions of handwriting and typewriting are likely associated 

with the advantages and limitations of the two modalities. The interview data echo the 

finding of Jiang and Zheng (2015), indicating the desire of adult CFL learners to maximise 

the benefits they can gain from handwriting and typewriting. Awareness of the strengths and 

challenges of the two writing modalities may allow them to adopt the one most suitable to the 

specific aspect of the Chinese language they are focusing on at any given time.  

Table 2. A summary of advantages and disadvantages of handwriting and typewriting from 
CFL learners’ perspective 

Handwriting Typewriting 
Advantages 

- Contributes to the study of Chinese in the 
long term 

- Reduces the anxiety of learning Chinese  

- Helps with memorising characters, 
including their meanings and structures 

- Helps with memorising pinyin spelling 

- Encourages Chinese language learning, 
including new characters and words, 
Chinese culture, etc 

- Supports higher-order thinking in writing 
composition 

- Improves reading proficiency - Helps with composing legible characters 
and keeping writing neat and tidy even after 
editing 

- Widely and easily accessible since only pen 
and paper are needed 

- More efficient and faster in text composing 
and online communication 

Disadvantages 
- Time-consuming, inefficient - Does not help with the learning of 

characters, due to reliance on pinyin input 
and auto-correction 



- Frustrating when learning a large quantity 
of characters 

- Does not help with practising tones 

- Produces illegible characters or messy 
writing 

- Relies on characters and words already 
known 

 

If we take a closer look at Table 2, it is easy to see that both writing modalities can be 

integrated into Chinese language learning in order to compensate for the relevant limitations. 

For example, typewriting may ease the frustration that CFL learners experience when 

learning a large number of new characters; and while handwriting helps with the study of 

new characters and words, typewriting can contribute to consolidating existing knowledge of 

vocabulary and composing long texts. 

The interviewees also made two recommendations on the implementation of 

handwriting and typewriting in Chinese language learning. First, it would be beneficial to 

start with handwriting. This is applicable when learning a new word from a lesson, which is a 

short learning period, or when beginning to learn Chinese as part of a longer learning process. 

Second, typewriting would help reduce anxiety and frustration, as well as equipping CFL 

learners with the ability to communicate in the digital world, once a fundamental knowledge 

of Chinese language has been established. 

5.2 Average ratings of handwritten and typewritten texts 

The 20 texts composed by CFL learners in the first stage of the project were evaluated 

based on scoring criteria adapted from previous research (Nie, 2009; Zhu et al., 2016). Four 

aspects of each text were examined: (1) overall impression, (2) theme and content, (3) 

language and expression, (4) discourse coherence. Each aspect contained sub-scores 1-5 and 

therefore the final score for each text ranged from 4 to 20 (see Appendix 1). 

Fifteen evaluators who had been full-time CFL teachers were invited to evaluate the 

texts. The average length of their CFL teaching experience was 9.18 years when the survey 



was conducted, with minimum one year and maximum 25 years. Reliability analyses were 

carried out in order to examine the inter-rater reliability in their scoring. 

A high degree of reliability was found between the ratings for handwritten texts (see 

Table 3). The average ICC was .88 with 95% confidence interval from .81 to .93 (F(31, 

434)=11.57, p<.001). Table 4 shows that a high degree of reliability was also found between 

the ratings for typewritten texts. The average ICC was .824 with 95% confidence interval 

from .73 to .89 (F(47, 611)=8.01, p<.001). 

Table 3. Inter-rater reliability for scores of handwritten texts 
Intraclass Correlation Coefficient 

 
Intraclass 

Correlationb 
95% Confidence Interval F Test with True Value 0 

Lower Bound Upper Bound Value df1 df2 Sig 
Single Measures .33a .22 .49 11.57 31 434 .000 

Average Measures .88c .81 .93 11.57 31 434 .000 

Note: Two-way mixed effects model where people effects are random and measures effects are fixed 

a. The estimator is the same, whether the interaction effect is present or not. 

b. Type A intraclass correlation coefficients using an absolute agreement definition 

c. This estimate is computed assuming the interaction effect is absent, because it is not estimable otherwise. 

 
Table 4. Inter-rater reliability for scores of typewritten texts 

Intraclass Correlation Coefficient 

 
Intraclass 

Correlationb 
95% Confidence Interval F Test with True Value 0 

Lower Bound Upper Bound Value df1 df2 Sig 
Single Measures .25a .16 .37 8.01 47 611 .000 

Average Measures .82c .73 .89 8.01 47 611 .000 

Note: Two-way mixed effects model where people effects are random and measures effects are fixed 

a. The estimator is the same, whether the interaction effect is present or not. 

b. Type A intraclass correlation coefficients using an absolute agreement definition 

c. This estimate is computed assuming the interaction effect is absent, because it is not estimable otherwise. 

 

The inter-rater reliability was more consistent for handwritten as opposed to 

typewritten texts, as evidenced by a narrower confidence interval for the reliability estimate 

for handwritten texts (95% confidence interval between .81 and .93) than the typewritten 

texts (95% confidence interval between .73 and .89). In contrast, previous studies (H. K. Lee, 



2004; Zhu et al., 2016) suggest a different pattern, which is that inter-rater reliability for texts 

produced using a word-processor is more consistent in nature. 

The table below shows the average ratings of the handwritten and typewritten texts 

given by 15 evaluators. A pair sample t-test was conducted. The result shows that the score of 

typewritten texts (M=11.12, SD=1.81) was significantly higher than that of handwritten ones 

(M=12.64, SD=2.19), with the effect size at a moderate level: t=3.833, df=14, p=.002, <.05, 

Cohen’s d=0.76, r=0.36. In other words, Chinese texts written by hand were evaluated 

differently from those written using the pinyin input system. 

Table 5. Average scores for typewritten and handwritten texts 
Paired Samples Statistics 

 Mean N Std Deviation 
Std Error 

Mean 
Pair 1 Type Score 12.64 15 2.19 .56 

Hand Score 11.12 15 1.81 .46 
 

It is possible that other factors may have led to the variation in evaluation. As 

suggested by the interviewees in 5.1, CFL learners realise that they may produce illegible 

characters when handwriting, whereas they may also be able to write content-rich text when 

typewriting because of the ease of typing pinyin and selecting characters. However, it is 

important to note that the same participants composed the texts on two very similar topics, 

with an interval of only one week between handwriting and typewriting. Furthermore, all 

texts were randomised when presented to fifteen CFL evaluators. With all other factors as 

controlled as possible, the two different writing modalities are the most likely causes of this 

significant difference in evaluation. 

5.3 Empathy effect 

The 40 questions developed by Baron-Cohen and Wheelwright (2004) were used to 

measure evaluator empathy. One or two points were recorded if the answer showed mild (1 

point) or strong (2 points) empathic behaviour. No points were recorded if the response did 



not reflect any empathic behaviour. Therefore, each person was scored 0-80 based on the 

empathy test. 

A correlation test was conducted in order to examine whether there was an association 

between the evaluators’ empathy and the scores they gave. As shown in Table 5, there was no 

significant relationship between the empathy score and the ratings for handwritten texts, 

r=.351, p=.219, or between the empathy and the score for typewritten texts, r=.249, p=.39. 

Table 5. Correlation between empathy and scores for handwritten and typewritten texts 
Correlations 

 
Empathy 

Score Hand Score Type Score 
Empathy Score Pearson Correlation 1 .351 .249 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .219 .390 
N 14 14 14 

 

This result is unlikely to support the previous finding that suggests empathy plays a 

role in the positive evaluation of texts composed by hand. It is possible that the empathy 

effect identified in previous research was specifically found towards writing compositions. In 

contrast, the empathy examined in the current study is “the drive or ability to attribute mental 

states to another person/animal, and entails an appropriate affective response in the observer 

to the other person’s mental state” (Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright, 2004, p. 168). In other 

words, this empathy quotient is not used to scrutinise the empathic feeling towards 

handwriting or typewriting. 

6. Discussion 

In general, the significantly higher score for typewritten texts seems to indicate that 

pre-intermediate CFL learners perform better in writing compositions assisted by pinyin 

input. This finding is consistent with previous research into CFL learners writing Chinese 

(Wong et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2016). Handwriting Chinese requires the production of 

characters which process “high, nonlinear visual complexity” into a square configuration 

(Tan et al., 2005, p. 8781). Typewriting, on the other hand, allows CFL learners to input 



Chinese characters in perfect form. Despite the difficulties associated with typewriting with 

the pinyin input method, it is a less time-consuming writing modality for composing legible 

and well-structured characters, as also mentioned in the interviews. Therefore, instead of 

spending time on micro-level details (in this case, writing individual characters), writers are 

able to allocate their attention more towards relatively macro-level or high-order thinking, 

such as choosing appropriate vocabulary, structuring sentences properly, and planning the 

best way to present ideas in a logical order. The quality of a writing composition can 

consequently be improved, as demonstrated in the better evaluation of the typewritten texts 

compared to the handwritten ones. 

As discussed in section 2, handwriting requires that writers produce the visuo-graphic 

properties of characters, which benefits the reading development of learners. Cao et al. (2013) 

find that, among a group of CFL learners, handwriting contributed positively to establish 

more precise orthographic representations of characters and to greater accuracy in 

memorising character meanings. Another study also confirms the effect of handwriting on 

character memorisation (Mangen et al., 2015). Although no difference between handwriting 

and typewriting is found in the recognition condition, performance on recalling words written 

by hand is significantly better than on those written using a conventional keyboard or a 

virtual keyboard such as on an iPad (ibid.). Similarly to handwriting characters, handwriting 

pinyin allows learners to reinforce a reciprocal connection between the visual representation 

of a pinyin word and the motor encoding of that word (Q. Zhang & Reilly, 2015). The 

positive effect of handwriting is also confirmed by the participants in the current study. As a 

result, interviewees recommended that it would be more pedagogically beneficial to begin 

with handwriting and then move to typewriting. 

In contrast, pinyin writing has an advantage in strengthening the phonological 

representations of characters and establishing the link between orthography and phonology 



(Cao et al., 2013; Jiang & Zheng, 2015). Guan et al. (2011) further examine typewriting using 

pinyin input, which is “a process of associating a pointing movement on keyboards to form a 

character” (Q. Zhang & Reilly, 2015, p. 348). The results also show that typewriting can 

support a stronger phonological representation of a character and the phonology-orthography 

link (Guan et al., 2011). In other words, typewriting is a potential pedagogical tool to enhance 

pinyin spelling and the correlation between phonology and orthography of Chinese characters. 

Interestingly, the participants involved in the research of Guan et al. (2011) were CFL 

learners registered in the Elementary Chinese II course at Carnegie Mellon University. Based 

on the course description online (Carnegie Mellon University, 2018), they were not CFL 

beginners but were in fact similar to the participants in the current study, i.e. CFL learners at 

pre-intermediate level. As a result, it is reasonable to assume that typewriting may play a 

positive role in Chinese language learning at pre-intermediate level. This is also in line with 

the recommendation to begin with handwriting, as stated above. The concerns found among 

previous studies regarding the negative effect of using pinyin input may not be applicable to 

learners who have already developed a fundamental knowledge of the Chinese language. 

However, there would need to be a beginners vs non-beginners condition incorporated into 

the research design to definitively scrutinise this issue. 

The current study is the first to examine the empathy effect from a quantitative 

perspective. Contrary to the previously claimed empathy effect on handwriting over 

typewriting, it does not find any significant correlation between an evaluator’s empathy and 

his/her score for handwritten or typewritten texts. Nevertheless, it is too early to conclude that 

empathy does not play a role in the evaluation of handwritten or typewritten texts. As pointed 

out by Baron-Cohen and Wheelwright (2004), a person’s empathy is sensitive to his/her 

emotional state and traits. The current state of a person may reduce his/her ability to switch 

perspectives and so may lead to lack of empathy. 



The self-report empathy measurement employed in the current study can only assess 

the evaluators’ own beliefs about their own empathy traits. As the survey was delivered and 

completed online, it was impossible to monitor their state of mind when answering the 

empathy questions. Future research in behavioural science is needed to develop an instrument 

to measure empathy specifically for writing compositions, as well as to control for the 

emotional state of the participants. 

Another interesting result contrary to Zhu et al. (2016) is the more consistent inter-

rater reliability for handwritten as opposed to typewritten texts. The first possible explanation 

is that the study of Zhu et al. (ibid.) had only two raters, both with more than five years of 

teaching experience, meaning the inter-rater reliability test was conducted among two 

relatively homogeneous evaluators. In contrast, the current study involves evaluators whose 

teaching experience ranged between one year and 25 years. In addition, the texts from Zhu et 

al. (ibid.) were predominantly written by Southeast Asian CFL learners, whereas the learners 

in the current study are all native English-speakers living in the UK and Ireland. These 

factors may lead to the different results in the two studies. 

Taking the more consistent inter-rater reliability for handwriting and the significantly 

lower rating for handwriting together, it seems that evaluators tended to be in agreement that 

the handwritten texts were of poorer quality than the typewritten ones. Despite the same font 

and font size, the same line spacing, fewer illegible characters and tidy presentation, 

typewritten texts were still evaluated with greater variability. A plausible explanation is that 

typewriting might afford more possibilities for CFL learners to demonstrate fine variations of 

linguistic competence. As demonstrated in the interview, learners may feel more confident 

about producing a lengthy paragraph. The ease of typing pinyin and selecting the intended 

characters, as well as the assistance of auto-correction, may allow learners to bring out as 

much of what they have learned as possible when writing a composition, and thus show the 



variation between learners that undoubtedly exists. This would result in greater variability in 

evaluations of their writing 

However, this better performance is likely to happen when CFL learners already have 

a solid language foundation. As outlined in section 3 (Wong et al., 2011), Chinese 

typewriting is a tripartite process involving six steps. It would be difficult to use typewriting 

methods coherently without a good existing fundamental knowledge of the language, in spite 

of the time spent on higher-order thinking. For example, a learner needs to know the pinyin 

spelling of the intended character and to be able to choose the correct one from a list of 

homophones. The learner is unlikely to be capable of composing a text with good accuracy if 

he/she cannot remember the pinyin or grasp the gist of character structure. 

Despite the primary focus on CFL learners’ writing performance, the current study 

sheds light on the teaching of computer-based writing in general. First of all, the information 

and communication technology that penetrates almost every aspect of our daily life is also 

changing the characteristics of students in our classrooms. For instance, in 2013 84% of 

American households had a computer – including smartphones – with the number growing to 

89% in 2016 (Ryan, 2018). Even back in 2010, almost 100% of US university students had 

access to the Internet (Smith, Rainie, & Zickuhr, 2011). A high level of Internet access and 

familiarity with computer usage among the young generation is evident globally. The 2012 

Statistical Report on Internet Development in China shows 70.8% of all Internet users in 

China are aged between 10 and 39, and the majority of them are students at secondary or 

tertiary level (China Internet Network Information Centre, 2018). In Sweden, 90% of 

students say they often or always use computers for written compositions and assignments 

(Nordmark, 2017). In these circumstances, with the increasing use of computers and 

widespread Internet availability, there is no doubt that the vast majority of students are adept 

computer and Internet users who are accustomed to typewriting. As a result, familiarity and 



comfort with computers may be less of a concern in terms of writing performance nowadays. 

Any ignorance of technology in the teaching of writing, such as typewriting in a strict sense 

or computer-based writing entailing computer programmes and the Internet, would 

exacerbate the “new digital divide between students’ experience of technology outside school 

and their experience in the classroom” (Nordmark, 2017, p. 57). When writing with pen and 

paper is foreign to students, using a computer may be a better way of connecting their 

everyday experience with classroom practice and allowing them to present their linguistic 

competence with confidence. 

The modern lifestyle has already made keyboard input an integral part of day-to-day 

communication, whereas handwriting skill has become less desirable to students. Even in the 

relatively extreme case of Chinese, where handwriting can have a positive impact on reading 

(e.g. Guan et al., 2011; Tan et al., 2013), CFL learners do not immediately abandon 

typewriting to favour handwriting, as shown in their interviews. Instead, choosing whether to 

use pen and paper or use input software seems to entail prudent planning by CFL learners in 

order to maximise the benefits of both writing modalities. 

In other words, it is no longer a question of whether typewriting should be included in 

a language learning curriculum, or whether we should teach typewriting to language learners 

– the central question is when and how to employ computers in writing for pedagogical 

purposes (Hirvela, 2005; Hunsu, 2015). While introducing typewriting at pre-intermediate 

level might be the answer to ‘when’ – specifically in the CFL context – the current study also 

shares insight into ‘how’ by showing higher-order thinking to be one of the benefits of 

typewriting in general. As underscored by Nordmark (2017), in comparison with an emphasis 

on the writing products, it is vital to understand the writing process and implement process-

oriented writing instruction in the classroom. Consistent with previous literature (Y.-J. Lee, 

2002; J. Li, 2006; Zhu et al., 2016), the current study shows that typewriting seems to assist 



writers in higher-order thinking during the writing process, contributing to the quality of 

writing compositions. This creates space for developing pedagogies in relation to teaching 

process-oriented writing. Especially for computer-based writing in a broader sense, 

typewriting entails other affordances of writing with technology, including online 

dictionaries, instant machine translation, and even real-time social networking. Since digital 

writing tends to be collectively and socially oriented and encourages help-seeking in the 

process of writing (Nordmark, 2017), pedagogical developments exploiting these 

technological affordances are particularly likely to support teaching the process rather than 

the product. 

 

7. Conclusion 

The current study employed a typewriting versus handwriting design to scrutinise two 

writing modalities through interviews with CFL learners and evaluations by CFL teachers. 

The overall finding suggests that typewriting seems to be preferred when higher-order 

thinking is required in lengthy text composition. On the other hand, typewriting does not 

encourage the study of Chinese characters in depth. Handwriting encourages the 

memorisation of characters, as indicated in the interviews, and can assist learners in character 

reading, as shown in previous literature, and therefore should be prioritised in the study of 

Chinese language. When building on a solid language foundation, CFL learners are likely to 

produce texts of better quality through typewriting rather than handwriting. The examination 

of the evaluation of the writing composition does not suggest a correlation between a rater’s 

empathy and his/her rating of handwriting or typewriting. 

Further research is needed to incorporate a beginners vs non-beginners condition in 

the research design, in order to scrutinise the influence of the two writing modalities on CFL 

learners with different levels of language proficiency. Regarding the long-discussed empathy 



effect on handwriting, an empathy measurement dedicated to examining its possible effect on 

writing might put the researcher in a better position to study this in depth, especially if the 

measurement can be carried out in controlled experimental conditions. 
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